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“e main idea about this song is, you think about these Eight words all the rest of your life 
and they’ll come bubbling up into Eighty Jillion, all Union. Try it and see: is land is made 
for you and me.”
    —Woody Guthrie1

 ere are few cultural artifacts so 6rmly lodged in the center of the American imagi-

nation as the folk song. As the iconic art form of the American heartland, folk songs perform 

a double function towards the makeup of the American ideal. ey function as recording 

devices, receiving and documenting the aspirations and frustrations of the American con-

sciousness. ese records are not merely depersonalized historical remnants, but rather artis-

tic sites upon which generations of common people have consolidated and materialized their 

most intimate feelings. At the same time as they record consciousness, though, folk songs 

generate new branches of this consciousness and invoke them in the service of political and 

social programs. Such invocations imply that the American ideal is an incomplete project, 

and that the trajectory of the past must be directed towards the promise of the future. In this 

way, the American folk tradition takes up a position that is in equilibrium with the American 

spirit: folk is indebted to Americana, and Americana is indebted to folk.

 Because the concept of freedom is so intimately bound up in the American experi-

ence, folk songs are amongst the most 6nely-textured examples of how Americans choose to 

put the idea of freedom into words. Unlike formal history or canonical literature, folk songs 

are not the work of professional observers or trained writers. Unlike depictions of vast social 

movements, folk songs preserve the idiosyncrasies of their particular authors even as they re-

sist individual ownership. Unlike the speeches of leaders or the manifestos of organizations, 

their ideological arguments are often rough and inconsistent. ese features allow folk a 
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nearly unmediated connection with the fundamental beliefs that constitute the diffuse com-

mon ideal of American freedom.

 e high-water mark of folk’s conjunction with the politics of freedom came during 

the era in which the United States veered closest towards a true moment of left populism: the 

Great Depression. During this period, folk singers became the spokespeople for a wide 

swathe of underprivileged Americans at the same time as intellectuals, professional artists, 

and politicians were discovering American folk traditions and dedicating them to the cause of 

political and social reform. During the 1930s, the economic privations of the Depression, the 

leftist programs of the New Deal, the cultural preoccupation with Americana, and the <ow-

ering of the folk tradition all found themselves bound together in the same set of common 

assertions. What has been termed the ‘Popular Front’ era of American freedom, then, cannot 

be understood without engaging a critical element made up of folk singers and their various 

audiences.

 I argue in this essay that folk music is the archetypal portrayal of what workaday 

Americans believed about freedom during the Depression era, and that this period was the 

capstone of a half-century of folk populism which lead up to it. By examining folk songs of 

this time—both in their lyrical content and their political and cultural uses—a picture of 

how Americans tried to ‘rede6ne’ the promises of freedom begins to emerge. Moreover, I at-

tempt to make the case that this period represents the point in the historical trajectory of 

American freedom at which the folk assertions of laypeople and the political designs of intel-

lectuals came into the closest synchronization. e American consensus embraced equalitar-

ian freedom here more unequivocally than at any other point in American history. Franklin 

Delano Roosevelt summarized this belief neatly: “e heart and soul of our country,” he of-

fered, “is the heart and soul of the common man.”2
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 By the time the Great Depression hit in 1929, folk songs were already 6rmly estab-

lished in American mythos as a sort of cultural vox populi. Folk songs captured fragments of 

everyday life sung with amateur innocence and passed on free of intellectual pretension. A 

sort of artistic libertarianism is implied in the folk tradition. No musical academy establishes 

its rules and no great composers dominate its focus. Instead, folk came to represent America 

precisely because it was a musical facsimile of the American people. As Melvin Berger puts it: 

“Folk songs are created by people who have a story to tell, a love to express, or a joke they 

want to share. e songs come from slaves dreaming of freedom, from cowboys driving their 

cattle, and from prisoners working in chain gangs. Children playing games, farmers planting 

their 6elds, workers on the picket line—all of them are makers of folk songs.”3

 If folk songs were so often written in the context of men laboring, then it is perhaps 

unsurprising that they tended to express deep-seated frustrations with the conditions in 

which working people lived. e vast majority of these frustrations were vented in the form 

of personal narrative coupled with either plaintive despair or abstract hope which framed the 

everyday sentiments of working people into words. Such sentiments were more emotional 

than political. In ‘e Hard-Working Miner,’ a song from Kentucky, the singer sadly re-

counts a miner crushed underground, himself and his family extinguished: “He left his dear 

wife, and little ones, too / To win them a living as all miners do / But while he was working 

for those whom he loved / He met a sad fate from a boulder above.”4 In a textile workers’ 

song called ‘e Lowell Factory Girl,’ the singers express their personal bitterness at the hier-

archical system of the mill <oor: “e overseers need not think / Because they higher go / 

at they are better than the girls / at work in the rooms below.”5
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 Some of the most heartfelt paeans to freedom from the oppression of labor came in 

the form of the spirituals sung by slaves either dreaming of liberation or distracting them-

selves from the miseries of plantation life. Still, these songs were so intensely personal that 

they rarely wandered into the realm of politicizing freedom. For the slaves, the idea of free-

dom was such a basic one that to particularize it into speci6c terms would have been to vul-

garize it. is style reached its apex in the jubilee song. One such song, ‘You Are Free,’ cast 

the slaves’ hopes in the bold terms of negative freedom: “Mammy don’t you cook no more / 

You are free, you are free! / Rooster, don’t you crow no more / You are free, you are free! / Old 

hen, don’t you lay no more eggs / You are free, you are free!”6 As with the miners and the mill 

girls, the slaves’ songs re<ected and reinforced a view of freedom that consisted of eliminating 

physical oppression by personal liberation.

 But with the 6rst tentative steps towards economic populism at the end of the nine-

teenth century, labor organizers began to deliberately employ folk songs to articulate a new 

view of equalitarian freedom which emphasized the class liberation and solidarity of working 

people. It was in this environment that the folk ideas that would <ourish in the Depression 

got their 6rst exercise. On the picket lines and in the grange halls, the folk song began to 

transform from ballad to anthem. Personal stories of suffering and hope began to be systema-

tized into idealized visions of freedom and equality.

 e Knights of Labor, founded in 1869, were one of the early workers’ groups to 

draw the connection between the folk aesthetic and the politics of labor freedom. Unique 

amongst early labor movements, the Knights were formed on the assumption that all workers 

ought to belong to a common union, regardless of their trade and race. is communitarian 

approach to labor organizing—along with the Knights’ goal of establishing a socialist repub-

lic absent the wage system—was in many ways similar to the agglomerative aspect of the folk 
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tradition, combining ethnicities and styles into an at-large mishmash of the common voice. 

e Knights embraced folk as a unifying tool, and each meeting of the Knights’ general as-

sembly concluded with a singing of the rally song ‘If We Will, We Can Be Free.’ In the lyrics 

to this song, the new political ideal of class unity exacted against the oppressive power of the 

elite was made evident: “Base oppressors, cease your slumbers, / Listen to a people’s cry, / 

Hark! uncounted, countless numbers / Swell the peak of agony; / Lo from Labor’s sons and 

daughters, / In the depths of misery / Like the rush of many waters, / Comes the cry ‘We will 

be free!’”7

 e Knights of Labor had mostly collapsed by 1893, but their nearest successors, the 

Industrial Workers of the World, maintained the Knights’ preoccupation with the power of 

music. Like the Knights, the IWW organizers insisted on a nondiscriminatory union of la-

borers committed to general economic liberation, and also like them they articulated a view 

of freedom which was closely wed to group participation. ey wasted no time in beginning 

to sing—only a year after the group’s foundation, the 6rst volume of the songbook IWW 

Songs had already been published. One of the most famous IWW songs was ‘Solidarity For-

ever.’ Its lyrics depict the extent to which the idiom of American freedom had shifted into 

terms of group association: “When the union’s inspiration through the worker’s blood shall 

run / ere can be no power greater anywhere beneath the sun / Yet what force on earth is 

weaker than the feeble strength of one? / But the union makes us strong / Solidarity for-

ever!”8

 What is particularly interesting, though, is the way in which the folk axis formed a 

bridge between socialist sentiments of economic equality and traditional American ideas of 

freedom. At 6rst, it seems odd that the demands of laborers were framed in terms of free-
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dom. After all, according to conventional ideas of libertarian freedom, these laborers were 

already free. ey generally had the right to vote, they were not legally bound to their em-

ployers, and they often owned some sort of property, however meager. On the face of things, 

what they seemed to be demanding was equality or empowerment. Yet the invocation of the 

folk spirit allowed these movements to depict their struggles not as demands for material bet-

terment but for metaphysical freedom of the human spirit. is involved an entire reforma-

tion of the ideal of American freedom. As labor leaders “adopted and expanded the Recon-

struction language of equal citizenship,” they began to portray economic freedom as a guise 

for ‘slavery.’9  Freedom as the mere absence of tyranny was no longer viable; instead, it needed 

to include the social empowerment of laborers and the recognition of labor’s dignity. us, in 

1886 the Federated Trades of the Paci6c Coast rewrote the introduction to the Declaration of 

Independence to read “Life and the means of living, Liberty and the conditions essential to 

liberty.”10 In Joe Hill’s IWW song ‘e Preacher and the Slave,’ it is this idea of freedom to 

which he refers: “Workingmen of all countries, unite; / Side by side for freedom we’ll 

6ght.”11

 All of this groundwork in fusing together reformed views of freedom, the solidarity of 

the labor movement, and the cultural tradition of the folk movement reached its climax dur-

ing the economic crisis of the Great Depression. e dramatic curtain call for the opulent 

optimism of the 1920s brought the concerns of the working class into the center stage of the 

American consciousness and reminded ordinary Americans that the country was not partici-

pating equally in the pursuit of American promises. Most importantly, it forced Americans to 

dredge out their conceptions of freedom and re-imagine what they would be like in a dra-

matically changing world. Roosevelt said of the Depression that “life was no longer free; lib-
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erty no longer real; men could no longer follow the pursuit of happiness.”12  is moment of 

reckoning allowed the populist voices of the folk movement to claim the American ethos as 

their own.

 Perhaps the 6nest example of the cultural mystique produced in the Depression-era 

folk scene was the famous folk singer Woody Guthrie. Guthrie’s songs, his politics, his role in 

the cultural scene of the 1930s and 40s, and his eventual beati6cation into the American 

pantheon are indicative of the way in which the folk tradition came to dominate the Ameri-

can imagination of the Depression period and rewrite the basic assumptions which Ameri-

cans used to create their ideas of freedom.

 Part of what made Guthrie such an effective icon of the folk tradition was his inter-

mediate position: at once participating in and observing the rough life of people hit hard by 

the privations of the the Depression. “All I know how to do,” he wrote to the folklorist Alan 

Lomax in 1940, “is to just keep a plowing right on down the avenue watching what I can see 

and listening to what I can hear and trying to learn about everybody I meet every day and try 

to make one part of the country feel like they know the other part.”13 Traveling across rural 

America from his home in tiny Okemah, Oklahoma, Guthrie came face-to-face with the ut-

ter immiseration visited on Americans by the twin catastrophes of the Dust Bowl and the 

Depression. 

 Guthrie worked contemporaneously to other documentarians of the Depression like 

the photographers Dorothea Lange and Arthur Rothstein and the painter Alexandre Hogue. 

However, unlike these professional artists, Guthrie was himself a member of the disinherited 

rural poor. As he traveled throughout the country, listening to and then playing the folk bal-

lads of people whose lives were decimated by the Depression, it became difficult to disentan-
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gle Guthrie the documentarian and Guthrie the object of documentation himself. In the 

song ‘Dust Bowl Disaster,’ he sings: “Our relatives were huddled / Into their oil-broom 

shacks / And the children were crying / As it whistled through the cracks.” As Mark Allan 

Jackson points out, this use of ‘our’ is indicative of how Guthrie’s songs draw their relevance 

not from the individual work of Guthrie as a person but from his role as the 6gurehead for a 

people. “In essence, we get to see an interlocking group of people’s miseries. e language 

Guthrie uses causes the storm to cease being an event that happens to someone else, bringing 

it home and making it personal.”14 Or, as John Steinbeck mythologized Guthrie:

Woody is just Woody. ousands of people do not know he had any other name. He 
is just a voice and a guitar. He sings the songs of a people and I suspect that he is, in 

a way, that people. Harsh voiced and nasal, his guitar hanging like a tire iron on a 
rusty rim, there is nothing sweet about Woody, and there is nothing sweet about the 

songs he signs. But there is something more important for thsoe who will listen. 
ere is the will of a people to endure and 6ght against oppression. I think we call 

this the American spirit.15

 Guthrie did not set out to catalyze labor radicalism in service of a new view of free-

dom, however. Much of Guthrie’s own life embraced the deep-set American tradition of free-

dom as the ability to move around unhindered by others and apart from group affiliation. He 

left his 6rst marriage behind to ride the rails and wander, supporting himself in small jobs 

and as an intinerant musician. From 1937 to 1942, Guthrie led “a nomadic life, simultane-

ously moving in three cultures: hobo, migratory, and labor-radical.”16 He performed on 

KFVD in Los Angeles as ‘Woody the Lone Wolf.’17 is heroic sense of loneliness and mar-

ginality is a key component of Guthrie’s mythological position in American society, and in 

this way he duplicates the American fascination with the cowboy or the outlaw, retaining the 
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obstinate obsession with being able to drop obligations and recreate life anew which is so 

fundamentally written into the American consciousness. An entire verse of ‘is Land Is Your 

Land,’ Guthrie’s most famous anthem, is devoted to this idea: “I roamed and rambled / And 

I followed my footsteps / To the sparkling sands of / Her diamond deserts.”18

 In a number of Guthrie’s songs, the romance of the martyred, individualistic bandit 

is put on prominent display. In 1940, Charles Todd and Robert Sonkin, two professional 

folklorists for the Library of Congress, noted of Guthrie’s native tradition that “the Okies are 

rugged individualists of the old school, and any legend that deals with a gallant brigand who 

robbed a Chicago bank or stood off a posse single-handed is bound to be a popular one.”19 

is is the American myth of radical freedom that traverses through the colonial freeholder 

through the Jacksonian frontiersman. It imagines laws, cities, and community structures to 

be limiting factors on the rebellious freedom of the enterprising individual, and celebrates 

those who step outside of conventional patterns of personality and society in order to com-

mit themselves to a robust individualism. It is deeply suspicious of the idea that freedom can 

be obtained through organization.

 rough the romance of the outlaws, however, Guthrie slowly began to articulate his 

own view of social communitarianism that was deeply wed to the desires of Americans dur-

ing the Depression. As Jackson observes:

In effect, Guthrie may have started out singing outlaw songs because they appealed 
to the ‘rugged individualist’ tradition from which he came. But by the early 1940s, 

he had moved beyond this perspective and had created several outlaw ballads show-
ing both men and women struggling to right the wrongs occurring around them and 

exhibiting the author’s own growing social consciousness.20
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Guthrie’s progressive politics were not the result of an intellectual affair. Instead, they were 

the practical result of years spent observing the extreme inequality which had racked the 

country throughout the 1930s. It was a populism born out of some resentment and a great 

deal of yearning, and, like the freedom rhetoric of the labor movements that led up to him, 

Guthrie cast the economic struggle in terms of a 6ght to smash the constraints of economic 

enslavement. In a letter to his sister Mary Jo, he cautioned her to “look around you, see how 

this battle is taking shape all around you, and how it is a 6ght between the rich folks and the 

poor folks every day.”21 What presented itself as fairly plain to Guthrie was the fact that the 

people who made up the heart of the American folk—poor farmers and laborers—were no 

longer privy to an equal share in the American experience. His outlaw songs thus began to 

take on shades of class resentment. Pretty Boy Floyd, a man who in real life was a quite sinis-

ter murderer, became a parable for class comparison in Guthrie’s lyrical canon. “Some will 

rob you with a six-gun / And some with a fountain pen,” he writes, and adds: “You won’t 

never see an outlaw / Drive a family from their home.”22 

 By this process, Guthrie found himself engaged in the business of remolding how 

Americans thought about freedom. e idea that freedom required group cooperation and a 

right to economic participation as a central component of both political life and individual 

self-actualization began to make its way over from the fringe radicals to the center of the 

common American ideology. Faith in the greedy capital worship of the 1920s had already 

been pulverized by the events of the Depression; now, in the waning of free-market dogma, 

Americans began to imagine something more economically participatory in its place. e 

lessons of waiting in line for bread, of communities forced to band together in order to take 

care of children, and of desperate reliance on the charities of those with better luck taught 
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Americans that a freedom refracted through shared experience was oftentimes the most im-

portant freedom of all. 

 As he latched on to the frustration exhibited in the people he visited across the coun-

try and began to share their ideas on economic liberation, Guthrie began to offer his musical 

talents in the service of discrete political programs. e image of fascism in Europe as the 

icon of evil provided a counterexample against which the economic liberation of the people 

could be held up as part of Americans’ commitment to freedom. Guthrie famously labeled 

his guitar with a placard stating ‘is machine kills fascists,’ and, in the liner notes to his al-

bum ‘Big Guns,’ he wrote:

ere ain’t but two sides, the working people’s side and the big bosses side. e un-
ion side and the Hitler side. e 6rst thing that Hitler cracked down on when he 

took the Nazi Chamber was the Trade Unions. And it will be the Trade Unions that 
will beat Hitler. e best job you can do for your country, next to being a good sol-

dier for the working people, is to be a good union member—and stick up for what 
you know is right.23

Later in the notes, he describes what exactly this consists of: “freedom of speech, press, radio, 

meetings, collective bargaining, the right to get together for decent pay, hours, rent, prices. 

It’s a mighty big job.”24 Unions began to represent the hopes Guthrie held for hard-hit 

Americans—6rst in the form of just securing wages and job security, but eventually as a de-

vice for the broader spiritual liberation of the working people at large. 

 In Guthrie’s most famous encapsulation of the American folk spirit, the anthem ‘is 

Land Is Your Land,’ these sentiments come into sharp resolution. Part of Guthrie’s political 

program was rooted in a deep-set belief that Christian values were values of liberation and 

equality. is spiritual belief formed an ideological bricolage with his folk sentiment and his 

labor politics; “Guthrie has overlapped Christianity, unionism, and communism with little 
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real differentiation being made between them.”25 In ‘is Land,’ this overlapping is mani-

fested in terms of an America commonly held by the folk, who are free to span the North 

American continent in unity. e song itself was written in response to Irving Berling’s ‘God 

Bless America,’ which Guthrie considered ostentatious and haughty. He countered it with 

frank depictions of the American land, metonyms for the honest, hard-working American 

people. Woven into the song are verses deliberately written to protest the privileges of the 

wealthy. One verse states “Was a great high wall there / at tried to stop me / A sign was 

painted, said: / Private Property / But on the back side / It didn’t say nothing; / at side was 

made for you and me.”26  Another states: “One bright sunny morning / In the shadow of a 

steeple, / By the relief office, / I saw my people / As they stood hungry, / I stood there won-

dering / If this land was made for you and me.”27 

 What was it about Guthrie that propelled him into the center of the American con-

sciousness more than any of the various populist folk singers who preceded him? In many 

ways, it was because he was met half-way: at the same time as the folk tradition was reaching 

out to the established politics of the left, the left was reaching out to Americana. e brief 

moment of a viable Popular Front in American history brought together the popular mental-

ity of folkways with the intellectual programs of radical leftists. “In this broad left-wing cul-

ture,” writes Eric Foner, “social and economic radicalism, not support for the status quo, de-

6ned true Americanism; ethnic and racial diversity was the glory of American society; and 

‘the American way of life’ meant unionism and social citizenship.”28 e alliance between the 

folksingers and the leftists, catalyzed by the economic tragedies of the Depression, allowed 
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the Popular Front to seize the social and cultural imagination of America and gave them title 

to the popular myth of red-blooded Americanism.

 e politics of freedom provided the ideological mortarwork which allied all these 

factions together. One of the most famous folk songs of the time, born in the mining com-

munities of West Virginia, implored: “We’re 6ghting for our freedom, we shall not be moved 

/ Just like a tree, that’s planted by the water / We shall not be moved.”29  e manifesto of the 

Steel Workers’ Organizing Committee declared “We are free Americans. We shall exercise our 

inalienable rights to organize into a great industrial union.”30  When working for the wages 

and hours law, Roosevelt depicted the battle as one for “free labor.”31 Freedom and the left 

were so closely aligned at this point that the Communist Party was able to present itself as 

committed to “the traditions of Jefferson, Paine, Jackson, and Lincoln.”32 Socialist agitation, 

Rooseveltian programs, the romance of Americana, and the celebrated folk songs of the day 

all became components of the same arsenal of the era’s common ideology—an ideology 

which branded itself as the new manifestation of American freedom.

 Guthrie was hardly alone in tying American folk aesthetics to the new American 

spirit being articulated in the political scene. One of the New Deal’s most innovative—and 

most enduring—projects was the federal funding of art projects to chronicle and document 

the indigenous art of the American people. e choreographer Martha Graham used folk 

styles, mulit-ethnic perspectives, and a history of America hinging on the Declaration of In-

dependence and the Gettysburg Address in her modern dance ‘American Document.’ e 

song ‘Ballad for Americans’—written by Earl Robinson and recorded by black singer Paul 

Robeson—became a hit on the back of its celebration of the diversity and progressivism of 
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the American people. “Art about the people, and art of the people such as folk songs and 

black spirituals came to be seen as expressions of genuine Americanism,” writes Foner. 

“Painters, sculptors, photographers, and choreographers eagerly took up the task of depicting 

the daily routines, the lives and leisure activities of farmers and urban dwellers.”33

 Of course, it is dangerous to portray the aspirations of left intellectuals and amateur 

folk singers in too perfect of a unity. John Patrick Diggins noted that “there was much hope-

ful talk in the left-wing press of ‘revolution,’ but those who actually went to the masses found 

that only misery and confusion ... presenting a haunting picture of people with blank faces 

and broken spirits, of human bodies bent like starving question marks.”34 e 6rst concern 

of the vast majority of Americans was securing a decent job and the ability to live a life with 

some sort of basic self-actualization. Only upon the insistence of intellectuals who ‘discov-

ered’ the aesthetics of folk did their concerns metamorphose into plans for socialism and un-

ionization. Eyerman and Barrett suggest that “the motive in leftist participation in docu-

menting culture was to transform rather than merely to depict. In focusing on music, litera-

ture, and a variety of other cultural expressions, the pictures of ‘misery and confusion’ they 

represented were turned into an emotionally powerful source of social change.”35 Yet this 

view draws an unfair description of the power dynamics between the folk tradition and its 

political programs. Guthrie was hardly an intellectual. Still, he was just as successful as any 

politician at making folk “an emotionally powerful source of social change,” and it was, in 

fact, many of the common folk balladeers who articulated the most coherent and moving 

cries for a new society.

 For it was here, more than at any other time in American history, that the agendas of 

the intellectual elite and the American commoners were coincident. If considered in their 
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documentary aspect, folk songs reveal that American people felt an extraordinary amount of 

class consciousness, and that their economic miseries were tied to both an embitterment with 

the power elite and a newfound belief in the power of communitarian solidarity. If consid-

ered in their generative aspect, folk songs reveal Americans who were rallying up in the name 

of the Popular Front programs of the New Deal. What made all of this possible was an as-

tounding consolidation of the idea of freedom by the experience of the Depression and its 

application to new ideas of the common good. Freedom is a notoriously vague concept. 

From this vagueness, however, proceeds a power to universalize. John Dewey suggested in 

1935 that the prevailing concept of freedom had become “liberation from material 

insecurity.”36  During the 1930s, folk singers, leftists, and public intellectuals alike—as well as 

the vast majority of common Americans—operated under this general consensus.

 Folk music, then, cuts to the heart of what Americans were thinking about freedom 

during the trials of the Great Depression. e populist folk tradition which had been grow-

ing throughout the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries exploded 

into a full-blown embrace of the peoples’ rights to organize and assert their communitarian 

freedoms. At the same time, left intellectuals were discovering Americana and moving it to 

the heart of their cultural project. e result was a brief moment in American history where 

the commoners and elites were united in their social and cultural goals. What united them 

was this unique depiction of freedom—enamored of the power of workaday Americans and 

dedicating a common future in their name.
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